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PREFACE 

In the fifth volume of this course the study of position
playing, commenced in Volume III, is continued. The first 
step towards position-playing was taken in Volume III 
when the 2 nd, 3 rd and 1 /2 positions were mastered. The 
present volume is intended to offer a detailed study of 
the 4th and 5th positions; the 6th and 7th positions are dealt 
with in basic exercises and examples, and finally a survey 
of the highest positions is provided. 

In former violin schools playing in the higher positions 
was restricted usually to some long and difficult studies, 
which at the same time presented considerable demands 
on bowing technique and dexterity of the fingers. The 
new method of this volume is intended,on the other hand, 
to develop the study of higher positions with the utmost 
thoroughness by giving the student the opportunity of 
acquainting himself with the new tasks in hand step by 
step with the aid of numerous short exercises and easy 
pieces. The first examples of each new problem have been 
chosen in such a way that no new or difficult aspects of 
bowing crop up at the same time. Care has also been taken 
to make the use of the positions always appear obvious 
and sensible, so that the ear may play a decisive part in 
determining the position of the finger on the string. 

Long passages to be played entirely in a high position 
occur seldom in actual music. It is however necessary 
for the violinist to know each position thoroughly by 
itself, in order to impress on his mind an exact acquaintance 
with the respective fingering, the span between the stops 
and the particular treatment of tone-production. But also 
for shifting from one position to another a certain know
ledge of the position to be reached is essential, so that the 
way from one position to the other is not merely judged 
as a certain distance, but rather as leading from one familiar 
position on the finger-board to another just as familiar 
one. Only by this can certainty in free application of the 
various positions be attained. This purpose is served by 
the numerous exercises and pieces which are to be played 
in one of the higher positions without leaving it. 

The technical exercises in combination of the positions are 
both as complete and as short as possible. In a very small 
compass they provide everything necessary for developing 
a thorough technique of position-shifting. If real success 
is aimed at these concentrated exercises must be practised 
section by section with the utmost di/jqence. The transpositions 
demanded of the student into other keys and on to other 
strings may not be omitted during this practice. The 
numerous pieces in which various positions are combined 
are not only intended to offer practice in change of 
position, but also to indicate to the player under which 
circumstances the position 'in question may be applied to 
good effect. Here, as in the whole of "The Violinist's 
Progress", it was our intention to combine in many exam
ples the practice of technique, the demands of playing 
and the appropriate musical application of the new task. 

The study and application of the fourth position are often 
neglected. In our course of study this position (like the 
second position in Volume III) is thoroughly dealt with. 
For it is just the sure mastery of these "intermediate 
positions" which paves the way to a wealth of various 

fingerings statisf actory both from the musical and the tech
nical point of view. The material we provide for the 
practice of the fifth position is just as ample. Less attention 
has been paid to the positions beyond the fifth, since this 
work is intended to provide basic knowledge and not 
training for virtuosity. The scales and arpeggios through 
several octaves have been furnished with two different 
fingerings in some cases: it is not enough, when performing, 
to have one single "standard fingering" at one's disposal. 

The demands made by this volume must be fulfilled if 
the student wishes to attain to the technical standard 
required for any fairly difficult orchestral part and for class
ical and romantic chamber music. 

Beside the easy exercises and studies there are also more 
difficult examples for studying all problems which arise 
from playing in the higher positions. Our method, and 
especially this volume, will be used by students of different 
ages and of very different technical and musical standards. 
It will therefore in some cases by necessary to restrict 
study at first to the easier examples, coming back to the 
more difficult ones at a later stage of progress. 

In accordance with the material offered in this volume, 
less pre-classical music is included and more space is de
voted to classical music and numerous examples from 
19 th century violin schools (Campagnoli, Ries, Kayser,Alard, 
Beriot); it was the authors of these schools after all who 
were the first to pay any detailed attention to the peda
gogical treatment of position-playing. In this respect our 
method also provides some preparation for the playing 
of romantic music. 

Since the traditional technique of fingering is not adequate 
to certain demands of modern music, the fourth part of 
this volume is dedicated to this special problem. It con
tains in exercises and studies a selection of those problems 
of stopping which in modern music differ fundamentally 
from that of older music: whole-tone scales, chromatic 
passages, symmetrical sequences of identical intervals, 
rapid and frequent change of the attitude of the fingers 
within the position. In such music it is frequently necessary 
to depart from traditional practice and play in positions 
not clearly fixed; for instance, one finger may advance to 
a note beyond the position occupied by the hand, only 
to be followed subsequently by the latter, thus avoid
ing a slide (cf. Nos. 151, 154). Or it may be that the 
fingers must adopt an attitude involving several semitone 
steps, thus encompassing less than a fourth, in chromatic 
sequences (cf. Nos. 155, 156). The choice of the same 
fingering for identical figures in symmetrical sequences 
facilitates playing considerably: it however often involves 
regarding the notes enharmonically to achieve the right 
fingering. For this free application of the positions a certainty 
in the positions which were practised in the preceding 
chapters is absolutely necessary. On the other hand this 
independence in the application of the positions gained 
by the new technique of fingering may be regarded as an 
enrichment in the manner of playing older music. The 
exercises in this chapter in the form of extracts are also 
intended as practice for the ear and should therefore 
also be transposed. E . _,,_ d El D ,fl . nw an ma o em 
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PART I: The fourth position 
A: The first finger stops the perfect fifth above the open string 

G · D · A t . E string 
' strmg stnng s nng O -e- D. !!: ~ ~ 

« I O I 11 0 • I O I I I O I II 
0 O 1 1 1 
1 

CHAPTER 1: Studies in the 4th position 

1 How is the 4 th position found in keys which contain the perfect fifth ahove the open string? 

' r I? r : f I r- II e I r : t r I F=· II J I J J ~ f I f· II j I J j ~ J I t II 
2 Four note exercises. These exercises are at first only to be practised in those keys (attitudes) in which the first 

finger stops the perfect fifth above the open string. The positions of the fingers for the flat keys indicated are then 

to be practised together with work on studies 33 to 36. The appropriate exercises should furthermore be played 

in attitudes corresponding to the keys of the practice-pieces as a preliminary exercise to the latter. Within the 

exercises the key is to be recognised by the signature; some sections however belong to several keys, such as 

~' which can occur in D major, B minor and A major. The key required should be found on all strings. 

,l~i ~111t1iMe111,tfffdff,11 f 11¥> ~111,fif,11 
1---- 1 

~ - c)~~~~ 
,¥>11trtftfff:11 f II~) 7 ftff=€tf111tf=frfrtf:111Jtf=Eettf,1 E II 

~:~cfflmf,111:hMfrfi,111t1fferu,11 E 11i;. ~tEM,111t1M,1 
1 i 1 

,il,\ 11,t.ruillf =II f II' ~71rffif r111,rYffift111,r#frlli =II 531 
The same exercise on the other strings (in each case all three bars of the above four note exercises are to be played) 

II a) ~ 5) -- c) -- dJ ~ e) ~ 

, ¥w ~cfu700qlkffi (j1cfff:11,~ @ffrfff ,11 w •a,rrrqJyw1;rrcrcr,11 
1 usw. 1 1 1 1 

.fJ ~ III aj __ 5) c) 

' VJf1, 1'y2Gt ·II r 11 '~#ff @r Ff?= II yi i!& tf & =II (tti @ t [CF =II 
~ ~ t fl N~ 

'"" iE,f@=II J IIVl, 1,eiiID=llgilw•@if'IIJ I 'y J~=II 
5 c) dJ e) . j) 

~ ~ J:iffJJJ;JJ =ll•W PMJJ:IIVlw J:i:iWJJII J 11J1f &ti-AWJ:11 VW j;JWlMO=il J II ~ ~ ,______..,, ~ & ~ & 

© 1950 Schott Music Ltd, London 
English Edition: © 1958 Schott Music Ltd, London 

Das widerrechtliche Kopieren von Noten ist gesetzlich verboten und kann privat- und strafrechtlich verfolgt werden. 
Unauthorised copying of music is forbidden by law, and may result in criminal or civil action. 
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5 The scale of A major ! 
f¥Mo bJJJ cra 1aarFL1ffrrccu 1JJJJJ3J.J=II .. II 
6 Preludio Michel Corrette (1738) 

Allegro V ~ ~iij~i~ 't#" ~ctrw6 u ltrg ~r t1rrpr~4 r41 EcffCr u u 1 .. 11 
7 The scale of D major . 

~ ~M·:, j DDPlr urrrf1Httra-1r c,JJJJlll=J Pr t[Err JJ=I O 11 
8 Study (to be practised slowly at first) H R" (V" 1. Sch l 1867) 

Allegro . ~ 1es 10 m oo 

,,#cl ••• 1 te&oooon 1 .rww.m:, oo 1 
sf sf sf segue 

-J:. ~ ~ --- --- F --- ~--- ~ --- ~ --- --- --- ~ --- ~~ -.----
~ "II run.cr.raatccc1ttccurrfcrrsfEr lcfYHEE1twHcr 1 

,~#rmrmrmfm1L@ooooWJ 11).q;r#itrm 1 
*) The key signature in brackets is not of significance until a more advanced stage of study 
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, .. r@ F m cE P-f ffr I[@ @Jm f@ I[@ J@ Jm C@I 
- ,,,.---...._ - 4a 1 

41v cffff@rdlrf0f1®JWJW & 1®.!mjm [@lr -] 

10 Siciiiano 

12 Harmonic study in the 4 th position 
La o ~ E.D. 

~- Jt 1;1 .J. 
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13 Scale exercise in E minor fq;. ~ ,~u V 1arFr VE 1£ E frQ o- 1frer n•c r lftBr•r r n 1 

'~ .Q □ ~ f rJ I t1 u a 3 J I D n #8 3 J I ( L •r •r r II 
14 Practice piece 

Moderato 
H.E. Kayser (Violin School 1867) 

4 4..---- .. 

15 Extension of the 4 th and 1 st fingers 

I ~r r~ 77 II ~~~ 
, ,1 fff Fr:Fr ,111J:ff rf ff ,111Jf5ff f5f ,11 f _ 11~11 aer5rf F ,11 

2 tJ4: 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 1 4 

~!~ ~p ~~~m~~rqr 4 -.11Jf ffJff:111,Cf ryFif tF,111:£1±£?fff 111tftfrftf 1C1f F fcl(E.11 f - 11 
2'--- .,4343 34343 1 12 12 4 12 4 1 
. .-, -¥)- - - -

*) 4 indicates that the 4th finger is to be extended upwards without change of position; 
_!, indicates that the first finger is drawn back a semitone without changing the position of the hand. 


